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Abstract—Accurate knowledge of natural gas network topology
is critical for the proper operation of natural gas networks.
Failures, physical attacks, and cyber attacks can cause the
actual natural gas network topology to differ from what the
operator believes to be present. Incorrect topology information
misleads the operator to apply inappropriate control causing
damage and lack of gas supply. Several methods for verifying the
topology have been suggested in the literature for electrical power
distribution networks, but we are not aware of any publications
for natural gas networks. In this paper, we develop a useful
topology verification algorithm for natural gas networks based on
modifying a general known statistics-based approach to eliminate
serious limitations for this application while maintaining good
performance. We prove that the new algorithm is equivalent
to the original statistics-based approach for a sufficiently large
number of sensor observations. We provide new closed-form
expressions for the asymptotic performance that are shown to be
accurate for the typical number of sensor observations required
to achieve reliable performance.
Index Terms—Natural gas networks, generalized likelihood
ratio test, semidefinite relaxation programming, asymptotic per-
formance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern natural gas delivery monitoring and control sys-
tems incorporate a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) system for enhanced remote wide area control
and situational awareness. However, the increased usage of
information and communication technologies in these SCADA
systems also introduces more vulnerability into natural gas
networks by providing opportunities for malicious attackers.
Attacks can, for example, modify the system databases that
hold the current natural gas network topology, which is essen-
tial for the operator to evaluate and control the network. The
operator might also obtain incorrect knowledge of the topology
from modified communications or actual physical attacks
which modify the topology. Incorrect topology information can
cause an operator to apply inappropriate control that may cause
severe damage to the system and lack of supply to critical
natural gas fired electric power generation plants. This can
cause a loss of power to critical infrastructure. In this paper,
we study topology verification which attempts to decide if the
topology the operator believes to be present is actually present.
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We use a hypothesis testing formulation based on noisy sensor
measurements.
A number of publications have focused on topology veri-
fication for electrical networks [1–4]. Other publications on
the related topic of topology identification have also appeared
[5–8]. In topology identification, there is no assumption that
the operator believes some particular topology is present. In
[1], the authors provide centralized and distributed algorithms
for topology verification for electrical networks using noisy
sensor measurements. In [2], the authors document the impact
of the operator believing an incorrect topology is present
for electrical network cases. The authors of [3] propose a
maximum likelihood outage detection framework for tree
structured electrical power distribution networks using real
time power flow measurements and load forecasts. The authors
of [4] propose a topology identification algorithm for electrical
networks by employing time series sensor measurements. In
[5], the authors present a framework for topology identification
for radial structured electrical networks. The authors of [6]
develop an algorithm for identifying the correct topology
of an electrical network by using power measurements in a
novel manner. In [7], the authors propose a mixed integer
quadratic programming model to identify the actual topology
of an electrical network with noisy sensor measurements. The
authors of [8] develop a low-complexity algorithm to learn the
current topology of an electrical network using measurements
from a subset of all nodes.
While some topology verification and identification al-
gorithms have been reported in the literature for electrical
networks [1–8], we did not see any publications providing such
algorithms for natural gas networks. Further, the physics-based
mathematical equations that the natural gas network sensor
measurements obey are very different from the equations
that electrical network sensor measurements follow. Since the
published algorithms for electrical networks are highly de-
pendent on the electrical network physics-based mathematical
equations, these algorithms can’t be applied in natural gas
networks. Therefore, in this paper we design a new topology
verification algorithm for natural gas networks. This topology
verification algorithm is obtained by modifying a general
known statistics-based approach [9] consisting of non-convex
optimization problems. We rigorously justify that the new
algorithm has the same performance as the original statistic-
based approach when the number of sensor observations
satisfies a given condition. Moreover, the new algorithm is
more efficient in terms of run time while also being more
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2TABLE I: The list of critical notations
Notation Description
φ ,φ F ,φC Gas flow vectors for all pipelines, fixed pipelines, and
changeable pipelines.
p The gas pressure vector.
q The gas injection/withdraw vector.
p˜(t),q˜(t),φ˜ (t) The sensor measurements of the pressures, the
injections, and the flows.
v The full vector of observations.
Ta The number of observations.
L,N The number of pipelines and nodes (excluding the
reference node).
A˜,a,A The incidence matrix for the topology, the column
vector of the incidence matrix corresponding to the
reference node, the rest of the incidence matrix with a
removed.
AH0 ,AH1 ,AFC The incidence matrices for the topology which the
operator believe to be true, the actual topology, and the
topology with all changeable pipelines closed.
B,b Weighted incidence matrices.
δ p,δ q,δ φ ,δ The sensor placements variables for the pressure, the
injection, and the flow sensors.
θ ,θˆ ,θ ∗ The parameter of the hypothesis testing problem, the
estimated parameter, the computed parameter by using
data from H1.
ω ,ωˆ ,ω ∗ Continuous part of θ , θˆ , and θ ∗.
g(v|θ ) The pdf of v parameterized by θ .
X The variables for the Relaxed GLRT in RS×S.
M ,Z The matrices used in the objective function and
constraints of the Relaxed GLRT.
J(A) The fisher information matrix for estimating ω given a
general A.
f (θ ) The constraint functions.
F (A,ω ),F˜ The gradient of f (θ ) with respect to ω and the gradient
when A =AFC .
U (A,ω ),U˜ Orthogonal bases for null spaces of F (A,ω ) and F˜ .
λ The non-centrality parameter of chi-squared distribution.
reliable than the original statistic-based approach. We provide
new closed-form expressions for the asymptotic performance
that are shown to be accurate for the typical number of
sensor observations required to achieve reliable performance.
These asymptotic expressions are analytically justified. We
have not seen any derivations in the literature of the asymptotic
performance for the cases we consider in this paper, which
involve estimations of discrete variables which describe the
natural gas network topology.
A. Notation and organization
Throughout this paper, bold upper case letters denote ma-
trices and bold lower case letters denote vectors. Let [A]m,n
denote the element in the mth row and nth column of the matrix
A. Let [A][i,:] denote the ith row vector of the matrix A. The
quantity vec(A) denotes the vector of the stacked columns
of the matrix A. [A]+ = max(0,A) where the max is applied
element-wise. Let Tr(A) denote the trace of the matrix A. A
list of critical notations is shown in Table I.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the topology verification problem based on sensor
observations in a natural gas network. Section III describes our
statistics-based algorithm to decide if the topology the operator
believes in agrees with the true one. A minimum requirement
on a proper sensor placement is also described. Section IV
describes our closed-form asymptotic performance predictor.
Section V presents numerical results and analysis. Section VI
presents conclusions and discussions.
This paper is an extended version of the preliminary work
presented at an IEEE conference [10]. In [10] we proposed
a relaxed algorithm to verify the topology of a natural gas
network without any analytical justification of good perfor-
mance. Here we prove the relaxation loses no performance for
a sufficient number of observations in Section III. We develop
closed-form performance expressions which are shown to be
accurate for the desired performance levels in Section IV.
We also provide conditions on a suitable sensor placement
in Section IV and include greatly expanded numerical results
in Section V.
II. NATURAL GAS NETWORK MODEL
The natural gas network is modeled as a directed graph G,
(Ξ,L). The set of graph vertices Ξ= {0,1, · · · ,N} represents
all possible nodes in the natural gas network. At each node,
gas is possibly injected or withdrawn. Gas injection occurs
when gas suppliers produce gas or gas is provided by adjacent
networks. On the other hand, gas withdraw occurs when gas is
consumed or sent to adjacent networks. Let qi and pi represent
the gas injection and pressure at node i respectively. We use
the term pipeline to refer to a pipe connecting two adjacent
nodes. The gas pipeline between two nodes is modeled by one
of the graph edges in the set L= {1,2, · · · ,L}. The gas flow
through the lth pipeline is φl . The gas injection qi at node
i is positive for injection, negative for withdraw, and zero if
no injection or withdraw takes place. If the direction of the
gas flow φl is the same as the direction of the directed graph,
φl > 0, otherwise, φl < 0.
Fig. 1 illustrates a gas distribution system modeled using a
directed graph. We allow the topology verification algorithm
we describe in this paper to use pressure, injection/withdraw,
and flow measurements. In Fig. 1, these three possible types of
sensors are illustrated. Fig. 1 shows the sensors at node 1 and
the pipeline directly connected to node 1. At the other nodes
and pipelines, sensors are employed in the similar way. It is not
necessary to employ all three types of sensors at every node
or pipeline. We will describe the strategy to employ sensors
later in this paper.
Consider a medium to high pressure network with time-
invariant gas injections. The relationship between the gas node
pressures pi, p j and the gas flow φl along the pipeline l
connecting nodes i and j follows the Weymouth equation [11]
αl p2i − p2j = clφl |φl |, l = 1, . . . ,L (1)
when the graph edge is directed from i to j and αl is the com-
pressor ratio in the lth pipeline. Let cl = γl [1− (1−αl)rl ]> 0
denote the characteristic value of lth pipelines where γl is the
pipeline constant and rl ∈ [0,1] indicates the compressor is
located at normalized distance rl from node i and (1− rl)
from node j. When no compressor is present at the lth pipeline,
3Fig. 1: An example gas distribution network and the corre-
sponding directed graph.
αl = 1. The natural gas network satisfies the mass-conservation
equation. At each node i, the gas injection qi is equal to the
sum of gas flows that leave node i minus the sum of gas flows
that enter node i, such that
qi = ∑
l:leave i
φl− ∑
l:enter i
φl , i = 0, · · · ,N (2)
and
q0 =− ∑
i∈Ξ,i6=0
qi (3)
where q0 is the injection from the reference node. The refer-
ence node is typically chosen as a node supplying gas.
Define p , [p1, · · · , pN ]T and q , [q1, · · · , qN ]T . Note that
the reference node variables p0 and q0 (assumed known) are
excluded from the vectors p and q. Similarly, we also construct
φ , [φ1, · · · , φL]T , c , [c1, · · · , cL]T and α , [α1, · · · , αL]T .
Based on (1), the L×(N+1) incidence matrix A˜ has elements
[A˜]l,n =

+1, n = i+1
−1, n = j+1
0, otherwise
, (4)
with l = 1,2, . . . ,L, n = 0,1, . . . ,N and 0≤ i, j ≤ N. Isolating
the first column corresponding to the reference node, the
matrix A˜ can be partitioned as A˜ =
[
a A
]
. From (2) we obtain
q =ATφ which does not involve the reference node. A similar
set of manipulations provides a matrix and vector version of
(1) that is independent of the reference node, see [11], to obtain
ATφ = q, (5)
B(p p) = cφ |φ |− p20b, (6)
where  denotes the element-wise product,
B , diag{α}[A]+− [−A]+, (7)
b , diag{α}[a]+− [−a]+, (8)
and [x]+ = max(0,x) is an element wise operator.
III. TOPOLOGY VERIFICATION
Let Ψ ⊂ L denote the flow measurements employed by
our algorithm. Let Γ ⊂ Ξ denote the pressure measurements
employed, while Λ ⊂ Ξ denotes the injection/withdraw mea-
surements employed. Assume a specific set of pipelines are
changeable such that their states can be open (not employed)
or closed (employed). To be completely general, we allow all
pipelines to be changeable but in practice this is usually not
the case. Let LC denote the number of changeable pipelines,
while φC is the vector of flows over these changeable pipelines.
The rest of the pipelines are called fixed pipelines. Let LF
denote the number of fixed pipelines, while φ F is the vector
of flows over these pipelines. We must have LF +LC = L total
pipelines. We also define four indicator functions that describe
if measurements from the uth fixed pipeline, kth changeable
pipeline, nth pressure sensor, or nth injection sensor will be
employed as
δF,u =
{
1, if the uth fixed pipeline ∈Ψ
0, otherwise
, (9)
δC,k =
{
1, if the kth changeable pipeline ∈Ψ
0, otherwise
, (10)
δp,n =
{
1, if the nth pressure sensor ∈ Γ
0, otherwise
, (11)
and
δq,n =
{
1, if the nth injection sensor ∈ Λ
0, otherwise
, (12)
with u = 1,2, . . . ,LF ,k = 1,2, . . . ,LC, and n = 1,2, . . . ,N.
Let δ F = (δF,1, . . . ,δF,LF )T , δC = (δC,1, . . . ,δC,LC)
T , δ p =
(δp,1, . . . ,δp,N)T ,δ q =(δq,1, . . . ,δq,N)T , δ φ =(δ TF ,δ TC) and δ =
(δ TF ,δ TC ,δ
T
p ,δ Tq )T denote the full vector of indicator functions.
The following assumptions are made through out this paper.
Assumption 1. The set of all nodes which could be employed
is assumed to be known to the operator correctly.
Assumption 2. The set of all measurement errors in the gas
pressures, flows and injections/withdraws forms an indepen-
dent distributed sequence of zero-mean Gaussian random vari-
ables and are not manipulated by attackers. The measurement
errors are taken to be relatively small in this study as they
would be in practice. Larger measurement errors still follow
the trends presented.
Assumptions 1 and 2 define our assumed problem model. In
Section IV, we provide minimum requirements on the sensor
placement employed. Recall that the matrix A describes the
topology of the network when the reference node is excluded.
Each row of A describes which two nodes are connected by
the pipeline corresponding to the row number as per (4).
Let AH0 denote the topology describing matrix A that the
operator believes is correct. For convenience, we assume the
first LF rows of A, denoted by AF , correspond to the fixed
pipelines while the next LC rows, denoted by AC, correspond
to the changeable pipelines. Thus A =
[
ATF A
T
C
]T . The same
partition is applied to AH0 , a, B, b, and φ
In order to verify the topology, we use sensor measurements.
At times t = 1,2, · · · ,Ta, we observe noisy versions of the
deterministic gas pressures p[t], the injections/withdraws q[t],
the gas flows over the fixed pipelines φ F [t] and the gas flows
over the changeable pipelines φC[t]. Let p˜[t],q˜[t],φ˜ F [t] and
4φ˜C[t] denote these noisy observations for t = 1,2, · · · ,Ta. By
Assumption 2, at each time t these observations follow a
jointly Gaussian distribution with independent components
p˜[t]∼N(p,σ2pIN) , (13)
q˜[t]∼N(q,σ2q IN) , (14)
and
φ˜ [t] =
[
φ˜ F [t]
φ˜C[t]
]
∼N
([
φ F
φC
]
,σ2φIL
)
, (15)
where IN denotes an N ×N identity matrix, σ2p ,σ2q and σ2φ
denote the variances of the measurement errors of the observed
gas pressures, withdraws and flows, respectively.
Let PG(x|µ ,Σ) denote a Gaussian pdf with the mean vector
µ and the covariance matrix Σ. Denote the full vector of
observations as v =(p˜[t],φ˜ F [t],φ˜C[t],q˜[t]) and denote its pdf as
g(v|θ ) which is parameterized by θ =(vec(A)T ,pT ,φ TF ,φ TC)T .
Based on Assumption 2 and equations (13)-(15), we have
g(v|θ ) =
Ta
∏
t=1
 N∏
n=1
δ p,n 6=0
pG(p˜n[t]|pn,σ2p)
N
∏
n=1
δ q,n 6=0
pG(q˜n[t]|[ATφ ]n,σ2q )
LF
∏
u=1
δ F,u 6=0
pG(φ˜ F,u[t]|φ F,u,σ2φ )
LC
∏
k=1
δC,k 6=0
pG(φ˜C,k[t]|φC,k,σ2φ )
 . (16)
To test if the topology matches what the operator believes to
be true (verification), we will test if the observed data comes
from one of two different possible sets of pdfs. The first set
includes all pdfs g(v|θ ) with θ such that A =AH0 where AH0
corresponds to the topology the operator expects to be present.
The other set includes all other possible pdfs. Due to the fact
that the gas pressures and the flows have to follow (6), then
θ must satisfy
f (θ ) =B(p p)−c
[
φ F
φC
]

[
φ F
φC
]
+bp20 = 0, (17)
in which B and b were defined in (7) and (8). Define the
parameter sets ΘH0 and ΘH1 as
ΘH0 =
{
θ ; f (θ ) = 0, A =AH0
}
, (18)
and
ΘH1 =
{
θ ; f (θ ) = 0, A 6=AH0
}
. (19)
Verifying a topology requires solving the following hypoth-
esis test involving the family of pdfs g(v|θ ) parameterized by
θ = (vec(A)T , pT , φ TF , φ TC)
T
H0 : θ ∈ΘH0 and H1 : θ ∈ΘH1 , (20)
where in either case the parameter must satisfy the constraint
in (17). Both H0 and H1 are composite hypotheses (more than
one pdf is possible under H0 and H1) which generally makes
it much more difficult to define an optimum test [12]. For
a specific set of problems [13], the Generalized Likelihood
Ratio Test (GLRT) provides the largest error exponent under
H1 such that the probability of error under H1 decreases most
rapidly with more observations. The popular GLRT makes its
decision by comparing a test statistic to a threshold ρ as
supθ∈ΘH1 g(v|θ )
supθ∈ΘH0 g(v|θ )
H1
≷
H0
ρ. (21)
The threshold ρ is typically set to fix the probability that
we decide for H1 given that H0 is true. This probability
is called the false alarm probability and denoted by Pf a.
The optimizations in (21) are called constrained maximum
likelihood estimates of θ . The probability of deciding for H1
given H1 is actually true is called the detection probability and
denoted by Pd . The test in (21) is equivalent to
sup
θ∈ΘH1
lng(v|θ )− sup
θ∈ΘH0
lng(v|θ )
H1
≷
H0
lnρ, (22)
in which
lng(v|θ ) =C−
Ta
∑
t=1
1
2
[
1
σ2φ
∥∥∥∥(δ FδC
)

[(
φ˜ F [t]
φ˜C[t]
)
−
(
φ F
φC
)]∥∥∥∥2+
1
σ2p
∥∥δ p (p˜[t]− p)∥∥2+ 1σ2q ∥∥δ q (q˜[t]−ATφ )∥∥2
]
, (23)
where ‖•‖ denotes the l2 norm, and C =−Ta‖δ ‖2 ln(2pi)/2−
Ta{‖δ q‖2 ln(σq)− (‖δ F‖2+‖δC‖2) ln(σφ )−‖δ p‖2 ln(σp)}.
IV. RELAXED GLRT
Due to the optimization problems in (22) being nonconvex,
it is difficult to obtain optimal solutions in general. We
can apply the powerful tool of semidefinite programming
relaxation (SDR) [14] to change the optimization problems
involving continuous variables in (22) to convex problems.
This yields a new test. In this section we show the new test
achieves a performance which is the same as the performance
of the GLRT test in (22) for the typical values of Ta of interest.
We start by defining some quantities to describe the new test.
Define S = N +LF +LC + 1. Let X denote an S× S sym-
metric positive semidefinite matrix and recall that A denotes
an L×N matrix of the form defined after (4). All the other
variables employed in the following functions were previously
defined and are fixed by the physical problem we are solving.
Define the functions
g˜(A,X ,v) =C−Tr
(
1
2
M(A,v)X
)
, (24)
and
f˜ (m,A,X ) = Tr(Z(m,A)X )+bm p20, m = 1, . . . ,L, (25)
where Tr(•) denotes the trace operator and
M(A,v) =
M ′11 0 M ′130 M ′22 M ′23
M
′T
13 M
′T
23 M
′
33
 , (26)
5with
M ′11 = Ta
1
σ2p
diag(δ p) , (27)
M ′14 =−
Ta
∑
t=1
1
σ2p
p˜[t]δ p, (28)
M ′22 = Ta
1
σ2q
A diag(δ q) AT +Ta
1
σ2φ
diag
(
δ φ
)
, (29)
M ′23 =−
Ta
∑
t=1
1
σ2q
A(q˜[t]δ q)−
Ta
∑
t=1
1
σ2φ
δ φ  φ˜ [t], (30)
and
M ′33 =
Ta
∑
t=1
(
1
σ2q
∥∥q˜[t]δ q∥∥2+ 1σ2p ∥∥p˜[t]δ p∥∥2+
1
σ2φ
∥∥δ φ  φ˜ [t]∥∥2) . (31)
In (25), Z(m,A) = diag
([
B[m,:] −cmem,1×L 0
])
where B[m,:]
denotes the mth row of B, and em,1×L is an 1×L row vector
with all zero entries except for the mth which is 1. Let
Ω(A) =
{
X ∈ RS×S |X ≥ 0; f˜ (m,A,X ) = 0; X SS = 1;
X T =X ; m ∈ {1, · · · ,L}} (32)
define a set of values of X . Here X ≥ 0 implies that X is
positive semidefinite. Let AH1 =
{
A |A 6=AH0
}
.
Theorem 1 (Standard GLRT Equivalent Expression). Let v =
(p˜[t],φ˜ F [t],φ˜C[t],q˜[t]) represent the sensor observations. The
GLRT in (22) can be expressed as
sup
A∈AH1
X∈Ω(A)
rank(X )=1
g˜(A,X ,v)− sup
X∈Ω(AH0)
rank(X )=1
g˜(AH0 ,X ,v)
H1
≷
H0
lnρ. (33)
Proof. The proof is omitted as it involves only algebra.
The Relaxed GLRT is defined identically to (33) but with
the rank(X ) = 1 constraint removed.
Definition 1 (Relaxed GLRT). Let v = (p˜[t],φ˜ F [t],φ˜C[t],q˜[t])
represent the sensor observations. We define the Relaxed GLRT
as the test
sup
A∈AH1
X∈Ω(A)
g˜(A,X ,v)− sup
X∈Ω(AH0)
g˜(AH0 ,X ,v)
H1
≷
H0
lnρ. (34)
In the sequel, the test in (22) is called the Standard GLRT.
The advantage of the Relaxed GLRT is that it can be com-
puted in a numerically reliable and efficient manner since the
constraints for the continuous variables are convex. This is not
true for the Standard GLRT in general due to the nonconvex
optimization problems involved.
One important property of the Relaxed GLRT is that it is
equivalent to the Standard GLRT for a sufficiently large Ta,
i.e., the optimizations in (34) and (22) yield identical optimal
solutions. Define ω = (pT , φ TF , φ TC)
T as the continuous part
of θ . We define µ(A) and ξ (A) as
µ(A) = sup
ω : f (A,ω )=0
lng(v|ω ,A), (35)
and
ξ (A) = sup
X∈Ω(A)
g˜(A,X ,v). (36)
Note that (35) can represent either of the terms in (22) which
are both constrained maximum likelihood (ML) optimizations.
Similarly, (36) can stand for either (relaxed) term in (34). In
the sequel, we call (36) the relaxed ML while (35) is called
the original ML. From (13)-(15), define
np[t] = p˜[t]− p[t]∼N
(
0,σ2pIN
)
, (37)
nq[t] = q˜[t]−q[t]∼N
(
0,σ2q IN
)
, (38)
and
nφ [t] = φ˜ [t]−φ [t]∼N
(
0,σ2φIL
)
. (39)
The relaxed ML (36) is equivalent to the original one (35),
i.e., µ(A) = ξ (A), for sufficently large Ta.
Theorem 2 (Asymptotic equivalence of the relaxed ML to
the original ML). Suppose that the number of observations Ta
satisfies
Ta > max
(∥∥∥∥∥diag(δ p) Ta∑t=1np[t]
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
,
∥∥∥∥∥diag(δ φ) Ta∑t=1nφ [t]
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
,∥∥∥∥∥A diag(δ q) Ta∑t=1nq[t]
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
/ηmin
[
A diag(δ q) AT
])
, (40)
where ηmin[A diag(δ q) AT ] denotes the smallest non-zero
eigenvalue of A diag(δ q) AT , and ‖(x1,x2, . . . ,xm)‖∞ =
max(|x1|, |x2|, . . . , |xm|) denotes the infinity norm. Then, the
relaxed ML (36) is equivalent to the original ML (35), i.e.,
µ(A) = ξ (A). This implies the Relaxed GLRT is equivalent to
the Standard GLRT when Ta satisfies (40) for all possible A.
Proof. The proof is shown in Appendix A.
The essence of our proof shows our constrained optimiza-
tion problem is a member of a more general class of problems
considered in Proposition 5 in [15]. We can also give an
intuitive justification to Theorem 2. When we solve each
optimization in (34) (the relaxed problem) for a sufficiently
large Ta, the rank of the optimal solution for X is always 1.
From (26), it can be seen that the deterministic components
of M(A,v) will be much larger than the random components
for a sufficiently large Ta. The dominance becomes even more
significant as Ta is increased. By ignoring the much smaller
random parts of M(A,v), the solution to each optimization in
(34) (the relaxed problem) is easily shown to be unit rank. By
comparing Theorem 1 and Definition 1, the rank-1 solutions
are exactly the optimal solutions to each optimization in (33)
(the unrelaxed standard problem). Thus the relaxed problem
gives the solution for the unrelaxed problem for a sufficiently
large Ta. In Section VI, we provide numerical results which
show the rank of X is 1 for a sufficiently large Ta for an
example.
6A. An Efficient Topology Verification Algorithm
The following algorithm is a more efficient way to
solve (20) as opposed to employing (34). Define G˜ =
supX∈Ω(AH0), rank(X )=1
g˜(AH0 ,X ,v).
Step 1: First check if the observed data v produces a suf-
ficiently small value of G˜, which implies the data does not fit
the assumed model if H0 is true, so H0 is not true. This allows
us to decide H1 must be true without further calculations. If G˜
is small, then from (24), infX∈Ω(AH0)
rank(X )=1
Tr
( 1
2M(A,v)X
)
is larger
than zero. Thus, sufficiently small G˜ implies
inf
X∈Ω(AH0)
rank(X )=1
Tr
(
1
2
M(A,v)X
)
> ε, (41)
for a suitable positive ε . Thus we can use (41) to decide H1
without further calculations. It is easily shown from Theorem
2 that if H0 is true, the left hand side of (41) will approach 0
as Ta→∞. Thus (41) will not ever be true if Ta is sufficiently
large and H0 is true. Thus if (41) is true, we stop and decide
H1 is true.
Step 2: If (41) is not true, then we employ (34). We set
A =AH0 and employ the gradient guided search in [16] to solve
for A in the first term in (34). The gradient guided search will
first try all A which differ from AH0 by a one link change. It
will pick the one link change that increases the first term in
(34) the most. If none of the one link changes increase the first
term in (34), it will stop and evaluate (34). If it finds a one link
change that increases the first term of (34), it picks the one link
change with the largest increase and repeats this procedure. If
all possible topologies have been tested, the algorithm will
stop and evaluate (34).
Now we explain why the algorithm is efficient. If the topol-
ogy is changed significantly (true A very different from AH0 ),
then the algorithm will stop during step 1 and no search over
the topology A is needed. This will occur when the attacker
tries to cause significant changes which is typically going to
cause significant problems if the operator uses this incorrect
network in planning. If the topology undergoes only small
changes, then the gradient guided search will find the correct
topology quickly. Thus, with appropriate ε , the algorithm will
always stop quickly. We illustrate with numerical results this
and discuss how to pick an appropriate threshold ε in Section
VI.
We end this section by describing a minimum requirement
on the sensor placement.
Definition 2 (Proper Sensor Placement). A minimum require-
ment for a proper sensor placement for the algorithms given
in Theorem 1 and Definition 1 is that the placement ensures
the constrained maximum likelihood estimate of θ is consistent
(converges to the correct value as Ta→ ∞) under hypothesis
Hi, i ∈ {0,1} when the data used for the estimation is from
Hi, i ∈ {0,1}.
In the sequel, we consider only sensor placements which
satisfy Definition 2. At the end of the next section, we provide
a direct calculation to make sure Definition 2 is satisfied.
V. ASYMPTOTIC PERFORMANCE APPROXIMATION
In this section, we study the asymptotic performances for
the Standard GLRT and the Relaxed GLRT. Define the Fisher
Information Matrix (FIM) for estimating ω given a general A
as
J(A,ω ) = Eω
[
∂
∂ω T
lng(v|A,ω ) ∂
∂ω
lng(v|A,ω )
]
, (42)
where Eω (•) denotes the expected value computed by av-
eraging using the pdf in (16) for the assumed value of
ω . Let F (A,ω ) = ∂∂ω f (A,ω ) where f (A,ω ) was defined in
(17). Then, for a general A define the matrix U (A,ω ) ∈
R(N+L)×rank(F (A,ω )) as the solution to
F (A,ω )U (A,ω ) = 0 such that U T (A,ω )U (A,ω ) = I . (43)
Using these definitions, we define the constrained Cramer Rao
Bound as
CCRB(A,ω ) =U (A,ω )[U T (A,ω )
J(A,ω )U (A,ω )]−1U T (A,ω ). (44)
Lemma 1. Let θ ∗ = (vec(A∗) ,ω ∗)T be the solution to
supθ∈ΘH1 lng(v|θ ) when the data v is obtained under H1 from
a network with a topology described by AH1 with the noise
free network variables ωH1 = (p
T
H1 , φ
T
H1,F , φ
T
H1,C)
T . Given
Definition 2, θ ∗ approaches (vec(AH1) ,ωH1)
T as Ta → ∞.
This implies that the probability that A∗ 6= AH1 goes to 0 as
Ta→ ∞.
The proof follows from the definition of consistency. Thus
for Ta→ ∞, all the estimates must be exactly the true values
in the system.
Lemma 2. For the case in Lemma 1, for a sufficiently large but
finite Ta, the probability that A∗ 6=AH1 can be made arbitrary
close to zero.
Proof. Based on the Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT) conditions
we can show that if A = AH1 , all the elements of ω
∗ are
unbiased and their variances are inversely proportional to Ta.
Thus considering φ ∗ when A =AH1 , we can show
E{φ ∗}= [σ2φA diag(δ q) AT +σ2q diag
(
δ φ
)
]†
[σ2φA diag(δ q) A+σ
2
q diag
(
δ φ
)
]φH1 = φH1 , (45)
and
Cov[φ ∗] =
σ2φσ
2
q
Ta
[σ2φAdiag(δ q)A
T +σ2q diag
(
δ φ
)
]†T . (46)
We can show similar equations for the other elements of
ω ∗. Now if A 6= AH1 , the KKT conditions show that all the
elements of ω ∗ are biased and still their variance are inversely
proportional to Ta.
When A = AH1 , all the scalar parameter estimates of the
components of ω , other than A, are unbiased and the variance
of each parameter estimate becomes smaller as Ta increases.
Thus, the parameter estimates get better and better as Ta in-
creases since their distribution becomes more closely focused
around the correct value. This makes all the squared norm
terms in lng(v|θ ) in (23) very close to zero so the likelihood
7g(v|θ ) is as large as it can be. Note that the squared norm
term involving q˜[t] in lng(v|θ ) is also a narrow Gaussian
centered on zero (becoming more narrow as Ta increases) so
the argument to this square norm is also very close to zero.
This is what happens if A =AH1 .
Now if A 6=AH1 , then the mean vector of the estimate of ω
will be biased and the arguments to the squared norm terms
of lng(v|θ ) in (23) are also biased and again these terms are
Gaussian. Now as Ta is increased the variances of each of
these terms will decrease so the distribution becomes more
closely focused around an incorrect value. At a large enough
Ta, the squared error in these term with bias (A 6=AH1 ) will be
be much larger than the unbiased error in the estimates when
A =AH1 and all the variances are small. In fact at large enough
Ta, the overlap between the probability density functions of the
biased terms and the unbiased terms will be small and we can
make this overlap as small as we like by increasing Ta. This
makes the probability that the likelihood with A =AH1 is larger
than that with A 6=AH1 true with a probability near unity which
we can make as close as we like to unity by increasing Ta.
This completes the proof.
Based on Lemma 2, under H1 we must have A∗ = AH1
with high probability for sufficiently large Ta so (22) is
asymptotically equivalent with high probability to
sup
ω∈Aω1
lng(v|AH1 ,ω )− sup
ω∈Aω0
lng(v|AH0 ,ω )
H1
≷
H0
lnρ. (47)
in which Aωi = {ω : f (AHi ,ω ) = 0} , i ∈ {0,1}. Further sim-
plification results by using the fact that such a test is asymptot-
ically equivalent to the corresponding Wald test as described
in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Under H1, for Ta→ ∞ the test in (47) becomes
equivalent to the test[
ωˆ −ω ∗ (AH0)]T CCRB† (AH0 ,ω ∗ (AH0))[
ωˆ −ω ∗ (AH0)] H1≷
H0
lnρ, (48)
where CCRB†
(
AH0 ,ω
∗ (AH0)) denotes the pseudo-inverse of
(44), ωˆ = argsupω∈Aω1 lng(v|AH1 ,ω ), and ρ is chosen to fix
the false alarm probability.
Proof. The proof follows from the result in [17] combined
with Appendix 6A in [18].
The following lemma describes the distribution of (48).
Lemma 3 (Distribution of (48)). Define λ = [ω ∗(AH1)
− ω ∗ (AH0)]T CCRB†(AH0 ,ω ∗(AH1))[ω ∗(AH1)−ω ∗ (AH0)].
Then, under H1 the test statistic in (48) asymptotically (large
Ta) follows the non-central chi-squared distribution with
L+N degrees of the freedom and non-centrality parameter
λ .
Proof. The proof is shown in Appendix 6C in [18].
Define the Marcum Q function with w degrees of freedom
[19] as
Qw(a,b) =
∫ ∞
b
x
( x
a
)w−1
exp
(
−x
2+a2
2
)
Iw−1(ax)dx (49)
where Iw−1(x) is the modified Bessel function of order w−
1. Then the inverse of the Marcum Q function Q−1w (c,d) is
defined as the solution y to Qw(c,y) = d [20]. The following
theorem employs Lemma 3 to describe the performance of the
Standard GLRT for large T .
Theorem 4 (Asymptotic Performance Approximation of the
Standard GLRT). For a sufficiently large Ta and a fixed false
alarm probability Pf a, an accurate expression for the detection
probability for the Standard GLRT is
Pd = QL+N(
√
λ ,
√
ρ) (50)
where ρ = Q−1L+N(0,Pf a), U =U (AH0 ,ω
∗ (AH0)) was defined
in (43),
λ =
[
ω ∗(AH1)−ω ∗
(
AH0
)]TUU TJ (AH0)UU T[
ω ∗(AH1)−ω ∗(AH0)
]
, (51)
and (42) yields
J
(
AH0
)
= Ta
[
J ′pp 0
0 J ′φφ
(
AH0
)] , (52)
where the sub-matrices of J
(
AH0
)
are
J ′pp =
1
σ2p
diag(δ p) , (53)
J ′φφ
(
AH0
)
=
1
σ2φ
diag
(
δ φ
)
+
1
σ2q
AH0diag(δ q)A
T
H0 . (54)
Note that Pd in (50) increases monotonically with Ta.
Proof. Using Lemma 3, under H1 the test in (22) asymp-
totically follows the non-central chi-squared distribution with
L+N degrees of freedom and the non-centrality parameter
λ =
[
ω ∗(AH1)−ω ∗(AH0)
]T {U [U TJ(AH0)U ]−1U T}†[
ω ∗(AH1)−ω ∗(AH0)
]
, (55)
To resolve the pseudo inverse, note that (EE T )† =
E (E TE )−2E T . Let E =U
[
U TJ(AH0)U
]−1/2 then we have
λ =
[
ω ∗(AH1)−ω ∗(AH0)
]TUU TJ(AH0)UU T[
ω ∗(AH1)−ω ∗(AH0)
]
. (56)
From Theorem 2, the Relaxed GLRT is asymptotically
equivalent to the Standard GLRT. Thus to derive the asymp-
totic performance of the Relaxed GLRT, we just need to cal-
culate the ω ∗(A) corresponding to the optimal X ∗(A) obtained
from (36). Using (32) and equating the solution of (33) to (34)
(with significant algebra) when (40) is satisfied
X ∗(A) =
[
ω ∗(A)
1
][
ω ∗T (A) 1
]
. (57)
8Given the definitions of S and X before (26), the solution,
called ω ∗(A), is [
ω ∗(A)
1
]
=X ∗[:,S](A). (58)
in which X ∗[:,S](A) is S
th column of X ∗(A). Therefore, the
asymptotic performance of the Relaxed GLRT under H1
can be obtained by substituting ω ∗(AH1) into the asymptotic
performance of the Standard GLRT shown in Theorem 4.
Next we provide a simplied sensor placement procedure. Let
Aopen denote the incidence matrix as per (4) for the topology
with all changeable pipelines opened. Similarly, we have Bopen
defined using the conventions in (7).
Theorem 5 (Simplified Proper Sensor Placement). Define
F˜ (A) = [B diag(c)]. Let U˜ (A) = [IN −BT diag−1(c)]T . The
requirement of Definition 2 will be guaranteed if
rank
[
U˜
T
(Aopen)J (Aopen)U˜ (Aopen)
]
= N. (59)
Proof. Based on Theorem 2 in [21], for a general A, to satisfy
the requirement of Definition 2, we need
rank
[
U T (A,ω ∗ (A))J (A)U (A,ω ∗ (A))
]
=
S− rank{F (A,ω ∗ (A))}−1. (60)
Recall that ω ∗ = [p∗T φ ∗T ]T . By taking the partial derivative
of f (A,ω ) with respect to ω , we have
F (A,ω ∗ (A)) =
[
2B diag(p∗) 2diag(cφ ∗)]
= F˜ (A) diag(2ω ∗ (A)) . (61)
where the ranks of F (A,ω ∗ (A)) and F˜ (A) are both L since
cl > 0, l = 1, . . . ,L as per (1).
Define a square non-singular matrix P ∈ RN×N such that
U (A,ω ∗ (A)) =U˜ (A)P. This matrix P exists since the columns
of both U (A,ω ∗ (A)) and U˜ (A) are individually a basis for the
null space of F˜ (A). Then, we have
rank
[
U T (A,ω ∗ (A))J (A)U (A,ω ∗ (A))
]
= rank
[
PTU˜ (A)TJ (A)U˜ (A)P
]
= rank
[
U˜
T
(A)J (A)U˜ (A)
]
. (62)
By (52)-(54) and the definition of U˜ (A), we have
U˜
T
(A)J (A)U˜ (A) =
1
σ2φ
BT diag−1(c)diag
(
δ φ
)
diag−1(c)B+
1
σ2φ
BT diag−1(c)A diag(δ q) AT diag−1(c)B+
1
σ2p
diag(δ p) .
(63)
The first term of the right hand side of (63) is the weighted
Laplacian matrix (edges are weighted by c and δ φ ) while
the 2nd term has the same rank as the weighted Lapla-
cian matrix. Connecting any unconnected links will in-
crease or maintain the rank of a Laplacian matrix (Sec-
tion 2 in [? ]). Thus, rank
[
U˜
T
(Aopen)J
(
Aopen
)
U˜ (Aopen)
]
≤
rank
[
U˜
T
(A)J (A)U˜ (A)
]
. Hence, if (59) is true for Aopen, then
(a) (b)
Fig. 2: Natural gas networks evaluated in this paper. Dashed
lines indicate changeable pipelines while solid lines are fixed
pipelines. Blue nodes involve withdraws of gas from networks
where as the green node involves the injection of gas into
networks. (a) Network 1 [22] (b) Network 2 [23].
TABLE II: Changeable pipeline settings under H0/H1 for 4
different cases in Network 1
Changeable pipeline states (H0/H1)
Case C1 C2 C3
Case 1 Closed/Closed Closed/Closed Closed/Open
Case 2 Open/Open Closed/Closed Open/Closed
Case 3 Closed/Closed Closed/Closed Open/Closed
Case 4 Open/Closed Open/Closed Open/Closed
(59) must be true for all A obtained from Aopen by closing
changeable pipelines.
We first define an optimal placement as a placement which
satisfies Definition 2 while having the lowest cost. We can find
the optimal placement by solving
min
δ
N
∑
n=1
(dp,nδp,n+dq,nδq,n)+
LF
∑
l=1
dF,lδF,l +
LC
∑
k=1
dC,kδC,k, (64)
subject to: (59), (65)
where dp,n and dq,n are costs for placing pressure and injection
sensors at the nth node respectively, and dF,l and dC,l are costs
for placing flow meters at the lth pipeline, respectively. Solving
(64) and (65) is hard since (59) is not linear.
Thus we describe a practical approach to find a placement
which is simple and typically provides acceptable cost (not
so much more than optimum) based on our numerical inves-
tigations, some given in this paper. First note that placing a
pressure sensor at every node always satisfies Definition 2.
This can be easily proved by substituting δ p = 1 into (59).
Then, we can try to remove an arbitrary sensor from the
placement and add another sensor which has a lower cost
and allows a new placement which satisfies (59). We repeat
this procedure until the cost cannot be further decreased.
Based on (59), the minimum number of placed sensors is N.
Thus, our starting point δ p = 1 uses this minimum number
of sensors. Since the replacing step only deceases the total
cost, the final solution can only be closer to the optimal. This
approach is efficient since it starts at a point with the minimum
number of sensors and trys to exchange sensors to reduce cost.
We provide numerical results for this placement approach in
Section VI.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the Relaxed
GLRT. To this end, we consider two natural gas networks
9TABLE III: Changeable pipeline settings under H0/H1 for 2
different cases in Network 2
Changeable pipeline states (H0/H1)
Case C˜1 C˜2 C˜3 C˜4
Case 1 Closed/Closed Closed/Closed Closed/Closed Closed/Open
Case 2 Closed/Open Closed/Closed Closed/Closed Closed/Open
TABLE IV: Gas injections and pipeline characteristic values
used in numerical investigations.
Network 1 Network 2
Node q Pipe. c Node q Pipe. c
0 223 L1-L13 12 0 183 L˜1− L˜11 12
1-7 −20 C1-C3 12 1-3,12,13 −20 C˜1−C˜4 12
8-13 −8 4-6 −8
8-11 −6.5
The unit of q is [m3/s]. The unit of c is [kg2m−8s−2]
in this paper. Fig. 2a shows one 14-node natural gas network
[22], called Network 1 while Fig. 2b presents another 14-node
natural gas network [23], called Network 2. Pipelines marked
C (in Network 1) or C˜ (in Network 2) are changeable pipelines
while the others are fixed. Table II describes the states of
changeable pipelines that the operator believes to be present
(H0) along with the actual pipeline settings (H1) in three
different cases (Cases 1-4) of Network 1. Table III describes
the states of changeable pipelines in two cases (Cases 1 and 2)
of Network 2. Table IV describes the gas injections/withdraws
and the pipeline characteristic values used in our numerical
investigations for both networks, which are fixed regardless of
the changeable pipeline settings. Table V describes the actual
gas flows for each pipeline under H0 and H1 for Network 1
while Table VI describes these flows for Network 2. Table VII
and Table VIII describe the directions of gas flows under H0
for Network 1 and Network 2, respectively. For Cases 1-4 of
Network 1 under H1, the direction of the flow of L4 is from 6
TABLE V: Pipeline gas flows for Cases 1-3 of Network 1
under H0 and H1
Flows for each case [m3/s].
H1 H1 H1 H0 H0 H0
Pipe. Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
L1 223.0 223.0 223.0 223.0 223.0 223.0
L2 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
L3 75.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 75.0
L4 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
L5 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0
L6 98.0 98.0 98.0 98.0 98.0 98.0
L7 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0
L8 48.0 48.0 48.0 48.0 48.0 48.0
L9 20.4 20.0 21.4 21.4 19.2 20.4
L10 6.2 12.0 6.7 6.7 11.2 6.2
L11 4.4 0.0 0.9 0.9 3.2 4.4
L12 8.0 4.0 3.5 3.5 8.0 8.0
L13 19.5 20.0 18.5 18.5 20.8 19.5
TABLE VI: Pipeline gas flows for Cases 1 and 2 of Network
2 under H0 and H1
Flows for each case [m3/s]
H1 H1 H0 H1 H1 H0
Pipe. Case 1 Case 2 Cases Pipe. Case 1 Case 2 Cases
L˜1 183.0 183.0 183.0 L˜7 6.5 6.5 7.9
L˜2 79.4 82.0 79.2 L˜8 19.5 19.5 20.9
L˜3 54.4 57.0 54.2 L˜9 28.5 26.0 28.7
L˜4 29.4 32.0 29.2 L˜10 53.5 51.0 53.7
L˜5 24.0 24.0 22.5 L˜11 78.5 76.0 78.7
L˜6 8.0 8.0 6.5
TABLE VII: Directions of pipelines flows under H0 for Cases
1-3 of Network 1
Pipeline Start End Pipeline Start end
Num. Node Node Num. Node Node
L1 0 1 L9 8 9
L2 1 2 L10 8 10
L3 2 5 L11 9 11
L4 5 6 L12 11 12
L5 6 7 L13 12 13
L6 1 2 C1 1 4
L7 3 4 C2 3 6
L8 4 8 C3 5 8
to 5, while the others are the same as in Table VII. For Cases
1 and 2 of Network 2 under H1, the direction of the flow of
L˜7 is from 8 to 9, while the others are the same as in Table
VIII. The relative size of the noise for each sensor is described
using the relative standard derivation (RSD) τ = σ/µ where
σ and µ are the standard derivation and the mean of the
noisy measurement. RSD is often quoted as a percentage.
We assume that each sensor has the same RSD. Our results
assume pressure and injection/withdraw sensors at all nodes
as well as flow sensors on all fixed pipelines to collect noisy
measurements of pressures, injections/withdrawns, and flows.
The metric we use to quantify the performance is the detection
probability under 0.1% false alarm probability for a given
RSD.
If the detection probability is higher than 99.9% in a
specific case, we declare that the Relaxed GLRT obtains
TABLE VIII: Directions of pipelines flows under H0 for Cases
1 and 2 of Network 2
Pipeline Start End Pipeline Start end
Num. Node Node Num. Node Node
L1 0 1 L9 12 11
L2 1 2 L10 13 12
L3 2 3 L11 1 13
L4 3 4 C1 4 11
L5 4 5 C2 10 4
L6 6 7 C3 5 6
L7 9 8 C4 7 8
L8 11 10
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Fig. 3: Simulated Pd under different RSD values. (a) Case 1,
Network 1; (b) Case 1, Network 2.
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Fig. 4: Simulated Pd of all cases. (a) Cases 1-3, Network 1
with 10% RSD; (b) Cases 1 and 2, Network 2 with 8% RSD.
reliable performance for that case. We employed Monte-Carlo
simulations using 105 runs.
In Fig. 3, we study Pd versus the RSD for Case 1 of
Network 1 and Case 1 of Network 2. Fig. 3 shows that Pd
increases as the RSD decreases. For different Ta, the RSD
required to obtain good performance is also different. For
Ta = 35,40,45 and Case 1 of Network 1, the Relaxed GLRT
provides good performance when RSD is lower than 6.6%,7%
and 7.5%, respectively. Moreover, Fig. 4 shows the Pd of
all cases described in Tables II and III. We observe that the
Relaxed GLRT will always obtain good performance with a
sufficiently large Ta. The minimum number of observations
needed to obtain good performance for all cases is listed in
the third row of Table IX.
Next, we evaluated the minimum Ta to achieve good per-
formance for the three cases under Network 1 and for the two
cases under Network 2 and we listed these values of Ta in
TABLE IX: The detection probability Pd of simulations and
the asymptotic performance for all cases
Network 1 Network 2
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 1 Case 2
Min. Ta 80 100 80 114 47
Pd (Simu.) 99.90% 99.89% 99.90% 99.89% 99.89%
Pd (Asymp.) 99.65% 99.85% 99.65% 99.87% 99.94%
Pd Diff. 0.25% 0.04% 0.25% 0.02% 0.05%
10% RSD for Network 1; 8% RSD for Network 2.
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Fig. 5: Asymptotic performances of the Relaxed GLRT com-
pares to the simulated Pd . (a) Case 1, Network 1; (b) Case 2,
Network 1; (c) Case 3, Network 1.
Table IX. Table IX also lists both the asymptotic performance
defined in Theorem 4 for Pd and the simulated Pd for these
cases. These results show that the asymptotic performance is
accurate for the value of Ta listed in Table IX which imply
good performance. In particular, we see that for the given value
of Ta, the difference between the asymptotic performance
and the simulated Pd is less than 0.25% for all evaluated
cases. Additionally, if we use an even larger value of Ta, as
shown in the yellow zones in Figures 5 and 6, the asymptotic
performance is closer to the simulated performance.
We give numerical result to verify that the solution to each
optimization in (33) (the relaxed problem) is unit rank based
on (24) and (26) for a sufficiently large Ta. For this numerical
investigation, when an eigenvalue is smaller than 10−4, we
regard it as zero. Fig. 7 shows the rank of the optimal X
(number of non-zero eigenvalues) for Network 1 in Case 1
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Fig. 6: Asymptotic performances of the Relaxed GLRT com-
pares to the simulated Pd . (a) Case 1, Network 2; (b) Case 2,
Network 2.
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Fig. 7: The rank of the optimal X for Network 1 Case 1 and
2.
and 2 with 5% RSD. Fig. 7 shows that the rank of the optimal
X is always 1 for Ta > 100.
The detection probability Pd is very sensitive to the exact
pipeline settings under H1 and H0. In practice we must choose
Ta sufficiently large such that the most difficult topology
change will be detected properly. In order to choose Ta, we first
find the worst case by employing the asymptotic performance
in Theorem 4, and then use it to find the required Ta. For
example, based on (51), Fig. 8 plots the values of λ for the
cases of Networks 1 and 2 described in Tables II-VIII. These
evaluations show that Case 2 of Network 1 and Case 1 of
Network 2 are the worst of the considered cases since they
have the smallest λ . Based on (50) and (51), the minimum
value of Ta to obtain good performance for the hardest case
is determined by
Ta =bQ−1S2
(
0.999, [Q−1S2 (0,10
−3)]0.5
)
/λc, (66)
with λ chosen from the hardest case and defined in (51). In
(66), bxc denotes the floor operator, and Q−1S2 (Pd ,ρ) denotes
the inverse Marcum Q-function with S2 degrees of freedom
defined in [20]. Using (66), we know that the values of Ta to
obtain good performance for the worst case of Network 1 and
Network 2 are 100 and 114 which agree well with simulation
results.
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Ta
101
102
103
Case 1
Case 2
(b)
Fig. 8: Evaluation of λ . (a) Cases 1-3, Network 1, 10% RSD;
(b) Cases 1 and 2, Network 2, 8% RSD.
Let Pd|A∗ 6=AH1 denote the probability of detection given A
∗ 6=
AH1 . The total detection probability is equal to
Pd = Pd|A∗ 6=AH1 Pr(A
∗ 6=AH1)+Pd|A∗=AH1 Pr(A
∗ =AH1). (67)
Our asymptotic performance ignores the first term in the
RHS of (67) since Pr(A∗ = AH1) goes to 1 for large T .
Table X presents the simulated Pr(A∗ = AH1) as well as the
two terms in the RHS of (67), separately. Table X shows that
Pd|A∗ 6=AH1 Pr(A
∗ 6=AH1) goes to zero as T increases.
Table XI shows the run times of the algorithm described
in Section IV-A along with the run times needed for solving
the Relaxed GLRT by enumeration for all cases of Network
1 and 2 with T = 100 and 10% RSD. The threshold ε is set
to Q−1L+N(0,Pf a) in which Q
−1
L+N(0,Pf a) was defined after (49)
based on [? ]. These results show that for all cases the efficient
algorithm is much faster than solving the Relaxed GLRT by
enumeration. We see that when H1 is true, the algorithm stops
quickly for all cases as we stated in Section IV-A.
To evaluate the performance of our placement approach,
For each Monte-Carlo run, the cost of placing any sensor is
independently and randomly set from 1 to 70. Let D and D∗
denote the cost obtained by our placement approach and the
cost of the optimal placement obtained by exhausting search,
respectively. Let D/D∗ denote the approximation ratio. Table
XII shows the approximation ratio D/D∗ and the run times for
4 different gas networks. Table XII shows that our placement
approach is very close to the optimal solution for all cases.
Table XII also shows that our placement approach is very
efficient since, on average we check (59) less than 21 times
while the exhausting search needs to check (59) 2.20× 106
times.
The numerical results illustrate the following properties of
the Relaxed GLRT: 1) The Relaxed GLRT provides good
performance for sufficiently large Ta for all cases studied:
Simulation results show that Pd increases as Ta is increased
in each case. 2) The performance of the Relaxed GLRT
depends on the pipeline settings under H0 and H1: Table
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TABLE X: The probability of A =AH1 and corresponding Pd .
Pipeline Setting Ta 50 60 70 80 90 100
Network 1 Pd|A∗ 6=AH1 Pr(A
∗ 6=AH1 ) 0.0069% 0.0013% 0.0002% < 0.0001% < 0.0001% < 0.0001%
Case 1 Pd|A∗=AH1 Pr(A
∗ =AH1 ) 98.11% 99.12% 99.62% 99.74% 99.84% 99.99%
RSD= 10% Pr(A∗ =AH1 ) 99.16% 99.64% 99.86% 99.92% 99.94% 99.99%
Network 1 Pd|A∗ 6=AH1 Pr(A
∗ 6=AH1 ) 0.42% 0.06% 0.03% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01%
Case 2 Pd|A∗=AH1 Pr(A
∗ =AH1 ) 98.49% 99.38% 99.58% 99.76% 99.86% 99.98%
RSD= 10% Pr(A∗ =AH1 ) 99.34% 99.74% 99.82% 99.90% 99.92% 99.99%
TABLE XI: The average run times of the algorithm
Network 1 Network 2
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 1 Case 2
H0 true 2.56s 2.89s 2.01s 3.44s 2.80s 1.57s
H1 true 0.54s 0.62s 1.48s 0.64s 1.43s 0.62s
Enum. 5.30s 5.56s 4.14s 5.36s 9.76s 9.84s
TABLE XII: The performance of our placement approach for
different networks.
Networks
0 1
2 3 4
5
6 7 8
01
2 3 4
5
6 7 8
0 1 2 3
4
56 7 8
0
1 2 3
4
56
D/D∗ 1.1398 1.2263 1.1224 1.2703
Run time 0.1438s 0.1945s 0.1586s 0.1655s
Exhausting search takes 2123.70s .
IX shows that Pd varies for different cases and networks
given fixed Ta. 3) The asymptotic performance proposed
in Theorem 4 is accurate for the values of Ta needed to
achieve good performance. 4) In cases where we require
good performance, we use λ to find out the most difficult
pipeline change to detect, then the required number of
observations to achieve good performance is given by (66).
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we describe a new algorithm for employing
sensor measurements to perform topology verification of nat-
ural gas networks. Our algorithm is based on relaxing some
optimization problems in the classical statistical hypothesis
testing approach called the GLRT. The GLRT generally works
well when the optimization problems involved in computing
it are convex, but it is difficult to guarantee good performance
when some of the optimization problems are nonconvex. How-
ever, in our application the GLRT will involve some nonconvex
optimizations that correspond to estimating some continuous
valued parameters describing the mathematical models of
some pressures and flows in the natural gas network. Our
new algorithm removed some constraints to produce convex
optimizations for the estimation of these continuous valued
variables, while ensuring identical performance to the GLRT
for an appropriate number of sensor observations. Hence, our
new algorithm is much efficient and reliable since solving it
only involves convex optimization programming. We derive
new closed-form expressions for the asymptotic performance
of our algorithm in terms of the probability of detection. We
have not seen any derivations in the literature of the asymptotic
performance for the cases we consider here in this paper,
which involve estimations of discrete variables which describe
the natural gas network topology. The asymptotic results
also describe the required number of observations needed
to achieve reliable performance. We also provide sufficient
conditions for an appropriate sensor placement. The approach
employed to derive the closed-form asymptotic performance
expressions is pretty general and can be used to solve any
GLRT which involves both continuous and discrete quantities
that must be estimated or any modified GLRT which uses
relaxed versions of the optimizations employing these estima-
tions.
As this is the first paper on this topic of topology verifi-
cation of natural gas networks, we focus on the most basic
setting. For example, we do not consider cases where the
sensors may fail and give faulty measurements or where the
communications which send the sensor data may fail. We
also do not consider cases where the sensor measurements
might be manipulated by attackers. We intend to study these
cases in future work. The baseline provided in this paper
is very helpful as a start for such work, since it describes
very favorable performance with no attacks or failures. If
we can find acceptable complexity topology identification
approaches which can identify attacks and failures and use
this information to appropriately process the compromised
and uncompromised data to achieve performance close to the
unattacked performance, see [24], then these approaches will
be very useful for practical deployment.
APPENDIX A
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2: ASYMPTOTIC EQUIVALENCE
OF THE RELAXED ML TO THE ORIGINAL ML
Define a function h : RS×S → RS by h(X ) =[
X 1,1 X 2,2 . . . X S,S
]T . In the relaxed ML (36), the
constraints f˜ (m,A,X ) = Tr(Z(m,A)X ) + bm p20 confine only
diagonal elements of X , because Z(m,A) is a diagonal matrix
which was defined as
Z(m,A) = diag
([
B[m,:] −cmem,1×L 0
])
. (68)
where m= 1, . . . ,L, B[m,:] denotes the mth row of B, cm denotes
mth entry of the pipeline characteristic vector c, and em,1×L
is an 1× L row vector with all zero entries except for the
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mth which is 1. Then, the diagonal elements of X live in the
solution space of the following linear equations f˜ (1,A,X )...
f˜ (L,A,X )
= 0. (69)
Let Π(A) = {h(X )| f˜ (m,A,X ) = 0,m = 1, . . . ,L}. Then, the
relaxed ML (36) becomes
ξ (A) = sup
h(X )∈Π(A), X≥0, X=X T
C−Tr(M(A,v)X ) . (70)
Define 1 as an all one column vector whose the dimen-
sion is equal to the number of observations. Define the
vectors δ p = 1 ⊗ δ p, δ q = 1 ⊗ δ q, δ φ = 1 ⊗
[
δ TF δ TC
]T ,
IL = 1⊗ IL, IN = 1⊗ IN , and A = 1⊗AT where ⊗ denotes
the kronecker product. Define the full observation vectors
as p = (p˜T [1], · · · , p˜T [Ta])T , q = (q˜T [1], · · · ,q˜T [Ta])T , and
φ =(φ˜ T [1], · · · ,φ˜ T [Ta])T . Define the full noise vectors as np =
(nTp [1], · · · , nTp [Ta])T , nq = (nTq [1], · · · , nTq [Ta])T , and nφ =
(nTφ [1], · · · , nTφ [Ta])T . Then, the original ML (35) becomes
µ(A) = sup
ωω∈Π(A)
C− 1
2
[∥∥∥∥ 1σφ δ φ  (φ −ILφ )
∥∥∥∥2
+
∥∥∥∥ 1σqδ q (q−Aφ )
∥∥∥∥2+∥∥∥∥ 1σpδ p (p−IN p)
∥∥∥∥2
]
. (71)
Proposition 5 in [15] shows that µ(A) = ξ (A) when the
following conditions are satisfied simultaneously
ηmin
[
IT diag
(
δ p
)
I
]
>
∥∥∥∥IT diag(δ p)T np∥∥∥∥
∞
, (72)
ηmin
[
A
T
diag
(
δ q
)
A
]
>
∥∥∥∥AT diag(δ q)T nq∥∥∥∥
∞
, (73)
ηmin
[
IT diag
(
δ φ
)
I
]
>
∥∥∥∥IT diag(δ φ)T nφ∥∥∥∥
∞
. (74)
Using ηmin(TaA) = Taηmin(A), (72)-(74) become
Ta >
∥∥∥∥∥diag(δ p) Ta∑t=1np[t]
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
, (75)
Taηmin
[
A diag(δ q) AT
]
>
∥∥∥∥∥A diag(δ q) Ta∑t=1nq[t]
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
, (76)
Ta >
∥∥∥∥∥diag(δ φ) Ta∑t=1nφ [t]
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
, (77)
or, taken together, we have (40) in Theorem 2.
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